The significance of delivering uniform airflow to the test section is considered with respect to the impact of non-uniform flow on the measured performance of a equipment, which is shown to be velocity-dependent. A straightforward approach for constructing a WT with great test section flow is described.
INTRODUCTION
My inspiration for this project is obviously to have a valuable knowledge. The inspiration for this project in Particular is to provide the college with a WT which it can use in future Experiments. The WT was initially made to be utilized as a major aspect of a lab in which Students would figure the powers on a ping pong ball in wind stream. My goal is to have the tunnel be available for use for a more extensive scope of purposes. It can be modified once again & used to show understudies about fluid elements. It likewise can possibly help in the comprehension of the Aerodynamics involved in future understudy projects.
Additionally, it is my goal to manufacture a WT in as low as possible and can save several lakhs of rupees having been made by a under graduate also keeps the design moderately basic and its easily understood.
This enables it to be more effortlessly altered without fear of damaging complex and expensive equipment which might be hard to supplant or repair.
In the WT, the designer can purposely control the stream conditions which impact forces on the a/c.
By making wary estimations of the forces on the prototype, the designer can anticipate the forces on the real a/c. Furthermore, by using remarkable analytic techniques, the designer can comprehend and enhance the execution of the a/c.
WT are intended for a particular reason & there is a wide assortment of WT sorts & prototypes.
The prototype to be tried in the WT is set in the test segment of the WT. The speed in the test segment is dictated Impact Factor (JCC): 6. 8765 NAAS Rating: 3.11
by the plan of the WT. The decision of speed extend influences the plan of the WT because of compressibility impacts
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DESCRIPTION

OBJECTIVES
The primary goals are to accomplish prototype are:-
• Sketch WT utilizing different parameters.
• Concentrate on the velocity profile by observing stream lines on airfoil.
• Analyze the aerodynamics coefficient for various mach numbers.
CALCULATIONS
Testing Chamber: To fix the picked prototype measurements the test segment measurements are picked as: Thickness of the honeycomb ought to be greater than or equal to 2.2 in this will be. Approximately. 5.9 cm. in this way, with a specific end goal to limit turbulence we thought about the thickness as-Thickness: -10cm (approx.)
Settling Section: As the honeycomb follows the measurements of the Compression section's under lying part, the similar manner settling section takes after the measurements of the honeycomb in this way it has the in distinguishable area as that of the honeycomb. 
MODELING AND ANALYSIS
CATIA is software tool in which is used do modeling of bodies.
CATIA offers a solution to shape design, styling, surfacing workflow and visualization to create, modify, and validate complex innovative shapes from industrial design to Class A with the ICEM surfacing technologies. CATIA supports multiple stages of product design whether started from scratch or from 2D sketches.
Procedure of Our Model
Select x y plane and sketch select the point axis draw rectangular box select work bench select axis then draw rectangular boxes simultaneously total 5 rectangular boxes.
Next, go to work bench select all rectangular boxes, next pad option join the rectangles
We get model solid. Import the geometry created in CATIA format then update it then geometry is imported to ANSYS.
Meshing Steps
Insert sizing>select contraction cone edges>change the sizing to no. of divisions>50>select
Behavior as hard >generate mesh. Now meshing for contraction cone is done.
Similarly, repeat the procedure for all the edges by inserting sizing at different intervals.
Mesh is generated then updates the project. Now give named selection as follows:
• Contraction cone inlet as inlet
• Exit section of diffuser as outlet
• Select rest of surfaces as wall
Update project
Exit from the meshing.
Solution
Update the project in setup Select energy equation and flow as viscous laminar.
Give boundary conditions according to the named selections.
Give inlet velocity as 28.11m/sec according to our calculations.
Initialize the solution in solution initialization
Give iterations as 100 and run the calculations It takes a while to complete the calculations.
Select animations>contours>take required contours as follows
• Total pressure contour
• Static pressure contour
• Velocity magnitude contour
• Z velocity contour
Verify the values from Calculations.
Then analysis is done.
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RESULTS
Results from the analysis While verifying the results we got the value of velocity approximately equal to the theoretical calculations
CONCLUSIONS
• We have verified the problem statement
• Calculations for the model is done
• Catia model is prepared
• Analysis of the model is done
• Verification of the results is done
The WT facility gives a domain in which significant learning takes place. Understudies need to learn, so they apply great engineering practice, for example lab application of math and science, trial methodology, and collaboration, to the utilization of the WT. This kind of facility enables students to execute as engineers and advances a rich learning experience where students take part in self-coordinated learning. The students associate with the engineering process through utilization of the WT. They always thirst for more knowledge on the utilization and application of the engineering process.
